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	We're ready to help you!

Contact us today!



	







			
	
	
		
	Book Now!

	







	

		

	



	
		


						
		

			
	
	
		
	
Air Professionals Heating & Air Conditioning
11 state route 31
 Flemington, NJ 08822 United States (US)

Phone: (908) 284-2422
Email: info@airprofessionalsnj.com
Price indication: $$$$




	




	
		
	Air Professionals won't leave you out in the

cold - or heat!
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	Sunday	Closed
	Monday	8:00 AM - 4:30 PM
	Tuesday	8:00 AM - 4:30 PM
	Wednesday	8:00 AM - 4:30 PM
	Thursday	8:00 AM - 4:30 PM
	Friday	8:00 AM - 4:30 PM
	Saturday	Closed





	







	



			
	
	
		
	24/7 Emergency Available - (908) 284-2422



	




	
		
	As your local heating and cooling experts, we are here to provide award-winning service and value to New Jersey homeowners of Flemington, Annandale, Hillsborough Township, Ringoes, Pittstown, Bridgewater, Milford, Lebanon, Basking Ridge.
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	Scott Desch

HVACR LIC# 19HC00061900

            













                        Google Rating                        
4.9


Based on 533 reviews
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[image: Norman T.]
Norman T.
1712323111

Greg, Outstanding service; thorough, efficient and informative!  Air Professionals -- highly recommended!
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Bonnie D.
1712249255

Service was on time and very efficient. Service person Ryan was very courteous and respectful of my home. He had some very helpful suggestions for safety of my A/C and furnace. I highly recommend this company and their service people.
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Irish G.
1712227725

Tech came as scheduled.He resolved the issue in a few minutes.Definitely recommend.
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Jeff & Linda T.
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Gailen H.
1712094941

Air Professionals continue to provide top notch service.Texted the day before to give a 2 hour time window - arrived right on time.Performed the annual maintenance check quickly and effectively.shared the inspection metrics with me.Furnace area very clean when job completed.And, lined up visit to provide quote for new HVAC unit, as this one is 19 years old.
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Cheryl B.
1711657621

Excellent service, always on time.  Happy to have heat!
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Cheryl S.
1711647819

We have been using Air Professionals for years for both our heating and AC systems.  We have always been pleased with their service and their attention to details.  I would highly recommend them.
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Bruce S.
1711640639

Air Professionals are truly professional.  Competent, considerate and on time. Explain everything that did and found clearly and concisely.
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andrew M.
1711560088

Very professional in every way.
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shield M.
1710269963

My AC went down and I called Air Professionals. They arrived within half and hour and Greg had them issue repaired within 20 mins! They are always polite and professional and do and excellent job. Highly recommend them!!!
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Philip V.
1709996274

Antonio and John performed a follow up service on our ductless unit to check the freon pressure and see if there were any system leaks.  All checked out fine.
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Mike K.
1708638418

I've used their services in both the spring and fall and have always been completely satisfied. Professional, prompt and courteous attention to detail from the beginning scheduling to the final service has always been my experience.
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Linda S.
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Haralambo B.
1706813675

Excellent job very happy with the service
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Elise K.
1706734713

They are knowledgeable and stand by their work all the way through. Professional and very pleasant to work with.
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Kathleen R.
1704755346

Always professional and solve the problem promptly!
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Joe M.
1704304478

Greg announced his arrival in advance and got here on time to service my furnace under the annual maintenance plan. Everything checked out. A few minor issues were remedied and I could not be happier with the service.
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Richard T.
1704202370

Greg kept me informed about his expected arrival time.  When he arrived he took a look at my furnace, diagnosed the issues, and fixed them while explaining to me exactly what the problem was.  I could not have asked for a better experience and would recommend him to anyone.
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Michael S.
1703286654

I have been using Air Professionals for nearly two decades and they continously exceed my expectations.  Thank you!
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Renni T.
1703027347

I’ve been using Air Professionals since a “real” person used to answer the phone!!  They have always been very professional, courteous and knowledgeable.  They are always on time, always polite and a pleasure to do business with ~
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Ed M.
1702661169

Air Professionals installed and setup 3 Zone system.  The job was well done and follow up were efficient.
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Al A.
1702419143

We have been using Air Professionals ~18 years now and they have always been very professional, courteous and knowledgeable. They are careful and respectful of your home, during installations and routine maintenance. Shane was here on 5/2/23 for the annual A.C. preventive maintenance and he was extremely thorough. Keep up the excellent work!
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J. V.
1701800913

I've used Air Professionals for years. They are honest, dependable and are incredibly professional.  We just had a new ductless system installed to replace our old one and they were incredibly fair in how they treated us. The guys who installed it could not have been better. Thorough, knowledgeable and meticulous. They even vacuumed the rug behind a piece of furniture they had to move because our dogs hair had built up there! This company goes above and beyond. I highly recommend!
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Patricia L.
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erick C.
1701121188

Very professional and kind. Great service. Looking forward to doing more business with them
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Ron B.
1701105819

Called ahead and showed up early. Was polite, friendly and knowledgeable. I have used Air Professionals for many years.I am always very pleased with their work!
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Martin J.
1700715043

Of course you have a problem with your heat pump on Thanksgiving eve!!  I reached out to Sean (who sold us the new system in June) and also left a message at the on-call technician.  Sean called me back walked through the steps to check the condensation pump and clean the trap..  Then Ryan (on call)  walked through similar steps.  Then it happened...  he suggested to check the secondary emergency switch (the red emergency shutoff at the top of the basement stairs)... yep.. that was it.  It was off... (and of course NO one in the house touched it! lol).  There is humor in this one.. yet Sean and Ryan both responded promptly and were very professional.  Being it's Thanksgiving, I am thankful for the service level expectation from Air Professionals.   I was trying to take care of my family's needs for the holiday, and both Sean and Ryan stepped away from theirs to help.  Thank you!!! Happy Thanksgiving!
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W I.
1700224313

Great, efficient service!
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Glenn L.
1699488794

Our technician Greg is awesome. Patient, thorough, and professional.  I feel we are in good hands with him.
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Paul H.
1699457092

Professional and courteous. Extremely knowledgeable technician that took the time to explain what he observed and the overall status of my furnace
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Carmine N.
1699317467

Ryan serviced my heating today. He was very professional and knowledgeable. He explained everything to me. I highly recommend Air Professionals and Ryan!!!
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Diane R.
1699048797

I have been using Air Professionals for many years now for an installation of a new HVAC system and its maintenance. All of their employees are professional and responsive. To be honest, it is a little pricey; however, you do get your moneys worth and I never felt the need to second-guess anything that they’ve done for me.
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Gregg T.
1699044585

Leak in humidifier. Was fixed within 3 hours of call.
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lekha P.
1699021483

Technician was very professional. Great service.
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Jill K.
1698955168

The technicians are very polite and professional. I have been using their services for years and have never had any issues.
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Elliot S.
1698937634

Antonio was the technician who did the Furnace-maintenance and went above and beyond the basics.  He did an excellent job, meticulous and careful.  Air Professionals put my existing unit in and have been excellent in their follow up service.  No one regret.
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Joseph C.
1698926405

Antonio came to do an annual check on my furnace.  He took a lot of time checking the function and readings.  He explained the readings to me.  He was courteous, early and professional and used the latest technology.Earlier review: I have used them to replace 2 Central Air units.  Knowledgeable, thorough and competitively priced.  I enthusiastically endorse them.  If you get a competitive price that is 10% lower, I recommend going with Air Professionals, they are that good.
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michael J.
1698703939

Teck was great very knowledgeable, systems were up and running in 1 hour will now use this company again
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Lauren W.
1698684680

Greg was extremely helpful ! I greatly appreciated his assistance and advice ! Well done !
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Pamela E.
1698634760

Greg was friendly, knowledgeable and very quickly diagnosed my problem.  I have to set up an appointment for further repair work. Over the years I have had good experience with Air Professionals.
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George E.
1698349047

The technician came earlier than expectedand did a really nice job on my furnace, andtold me what I had to do to make it more efficient.
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Mike K.
1698259862

Greg performed the complex maintenance on my heat pump with great thoroughness and attention to detail.  My questions and concerns were understood and addressed very persuasively.
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Frank C.
1698092208

Had a problem with condensation from the pvc pipe that takes the exhaust outside.  Called at 2pm and at 4:30 a technician came to the house.  This is a new system that was installed in May.  George was able to immediately diagnose the problem.  The clamps around the pvc exhaust had loosen allowing condensation to leak out instead of being blown out.  I was a customer of Air Professionals starting in 2004.  They were always very efficient in their service.  In fact, George was a technician that serviced our systems before we moved in 2012.  We moved back to NJ in 2015 and contracted with Air Professionals in 2018.  Great move.
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Ben W
1697675749

Air Professionals are amazing!  Greg  was professional and efficient, but still took the time to make sure all the little things were taken care of, beyond just what I called about. Great customer service!  Always on time, quality work, for a reasonable price!  Simply the Best.
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Herb B.
1697572813

Everything about this company is professional - - from the friendly voice on the telephone to the high quality of the service staff (Antonio today). Couldn't be more pleased.
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Jeremy G.
1697548166

As always Air Professionals are the business of choice when you need HVAC help. Antonio is very knowledgeable and courteous, answering all my questions. I have been a customer for decades and never once had a problem.
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Rosemarie P.
1697547925

Called as a new renter with heat not coming on in townhouse.  They can out later that day, found the problem and had it fixed super quick!! Highly recommend this company!
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